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BASIC MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
 

UNIT-5 (Part 2) 
 

Efficiency of Dual cycle:  

It is also alled i ed le  o  li ited p essu e le.  Dual le a e up as a esult of e tai  
merits and demerits associated with Otto cycle and Diesel cycle due to heat addition occurring 

at constant volume and constant pressure respectively. Dual cycle is the combination of Otto 

cycle and Diesel cycle in which heat addition takes place partly at constant volume and partly at 

constant pressure. 

Thermodynamic processes involved in Dual cycle are given as under. 

1 – 2 = Adiabatic compression (–ve work, Wcompr) 

2 – 3 = Heat addition at constant volume (+ve heat, Qadd, v) 

3 – 4 = Heat addition at constant pressure (+ve heat, Qadd, ρ) 

4 – 5 = Adiabatic expansion (+ve work, Wexpn) 

5 – 1 = Heat rejection at constant volume (–ve heat, Qrejected) 

 
 

Figure 5.11 

 

P - V and T - S Representations of Dual Cycle 

 

Let us assume for following thermodynamics analysis: 

Clearance Volume = Unity 

 

Compression Ratio, r = V1/V2 

Cut-off Ratio, ρ = V3/V4 

P essu e ‘atio du i g Heat Additio , α = P /P  

For unit mass of air as working fluid throughout the cycle. 

Total Heat added = Heat added at Constant Volume (2 - 3) + Heat added at Constant Pressure (3 

- 4) 
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Qadd = Cv (T3 - T2) + Cp (T4 - T3) 

Qrejected = Cv (T5 - T1) 

Air standard efficiency for Dual Cycle can be given as: 

ηdual = (Heat Added - Heat Rejected) / (Heat Added) 

ηdual = [{Cv(T3 - T2) + Cp (T4 - T3)} - {Cv (T5 - T1)}] / [Cv(T3 - T2) + Cp (T4 - T3)] 

ηdual = 1 - [Cv (T5 - T1)] / [Cv(T3 - T2) + Cp (T4 - T3)] 

ηdual = 1 - [(T5 - T1)] / [(T3 - T2  + γ T4 - T3)] 

From gas laws applied to process 2–3,  

P3 / T3 = P2 / T2 

Or, T2 = (P2 X T3) / P3 

T2 = T3 / α 

For process 3–4, 

V4 / T4 = V3 / T3 

T4 = (V4 X T3) / V3 

T4 = ρ T3 

For adiabatic process 4–5, 

 

 

 
Substituting T4 

 
For adiabatic Process 1-2,  

 

 
Substituting for T2 

 
Substituting for T1, T2, T4 and T5 in expression for efficiency, 
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For unity cut off ratio i. e. absence of 3-4 process, cycle becomes equal to Otto Cycle 

i. e. Fo  ρ = , ηdual = 1 - 1 / rγ-1 = ηotto 

Fo  the p essu e atio α ei g u it , le gets odified to Diesel C le, 
i. e. fo  α = , ηdual = 1 - ργ -  / γ X γ-1 X ρ -  = ηdiesel 

 

INTRODUCTION OF STEAM ENGINE 

Steam engine is a device which is especially designed to transform energy, originally dormant or 

potential, into active and usefully available kinetic energy. Origin of reciprocating steam engine 

dates back to BC 200. Steam engine is an exceedingly ingenious, but unfortunately, still very 

imperfect device for transforming heat obtained by chemical combination of combustible 

substance with air into mechanical energy. In steam engine the mechanical effect is seen due to 

the expansion of steam which is generated in boiler and supplied to steam engine. Steam engines 

have been successfully used in the mill, driving locomotive or steam boat, pumps, fans, blowers, 

small electricity generators, road rollers etc.  

A steam engine plant shall have boiler, condenser, and feed pump along with steam engine. 

Steam generated in boiler is sent to steam engine where it is expanded up to certain pressure. 

Steam leaving engine are fed to condenser where steam gets converted into condensate (water) 

which is sent back to boiler through feed pump. Figure 1 shows the schematic of simple steam 

engine plant. 

 

 

Figure 5.12 

 

 

Schematic for simple steam engine plant 

Here in this chapter the philosophy of steam engine, its construction and working, compound 

steam engine etc. are described in detail. 
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CLASSIFICATION OF STEAM ENGINES 

Steam engines can be classified in the following ways. Selection of particular steam engine 

depends upon the requirements and constraints of an application and features of the engine 

(i) Based on axis of engine: Steam engine can be classified as horizontal or vertical steam engine 

based upon the orientation of cylinder axis. Engine having vertical axis cylinder is called vertical 

steam engine and engine having horizontal axis cylinder is called horizontal steam engine. 

(ii) Based on speed of engine: Speed of steam engine can be considered for classifying steam 

engine as below: 

(a) High speed engine—having speed of 250 rpm and above. 

(b) Medium speed engine having speed lying between 100 to 250 rpm. 

(c) Slow speed engine having speed less than 100 rpm. 

(iii) Based on type of steam action: Depending upon whether the steam acts on both sides of 

piston or only on one side of piston the engine can be classified as double acting steam engine or 

single acting steam engine. In case of single acting engine out of two piston strokes i.e. forward 

stroke and backward stroke, only one stroke is used for work output. While in double acting 

engine both the forward and backward strokes of piston are used for work output alternatively 

i.e. expansion of steam occurs from both sides of piston alternatively. Theoretically, it may be 

said that power developed from double acting engine will be nearly double of power developed 

from single acting steam engine. 

Power output from double acting engine is not exactly twice of output from single acting engine 

because only one side complete piston face is available for action on other side piston face area 

available for action is less due to presence of connecting rod, pin etc. 

(iv) Based on expansive or non-expansive type of working: Steam engines can be of non -

expansive type in which steam is injected throughout the piston stroke i.e. piston movement is 

caused due to high pressure steam forcing piston from one end to other end throughout and not 

due to expansion of steam. Such type of steam engines are called non-expansive steam engine. 

Expansive type steam engine has steam injection for only a part of piston stroke and the 

expansion occurs in remaining part of stroke. The cut off ratio in case of non-expansive engine is 

unity while for expansive engine it is less than unity. Expansive engines offer greater efficiency as 

compared to non-expansive engine but the work output per stroke from expansive engine is less 

as compared to non-expansive engine. Expansive engines are used where efficiency is important 

or engine operation is required on intermittent basis. For large power requirements such as in 

case of boiler feed pumps, hoist engines etc. the non-expansive engines are required. 

(v) Based on type of exhaust from engine: Exhaust from steam engine may either go to 
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atmosphere or to condenser. In certain applications where expansion in steam engine is 

extended up to sub atmospheric pressure then the exhaust steam from engine is sent to 

condenser. Su h t pe of e gi e hose e haust goes to o de se  a e te ed as Co de si g 
e gi e . The stea  e gi es hose e haust stea  is deli e ed to at osphe e is alled o -

o de si g e gi e . “tea  e gi e of o de si g t pe ge e all  deli e  stea  at . 5 a  i side 

condenser. Steam transforms into condensate in condenser and condensate is sent again to 

boiler through feed pump. Due to lower back pressure in condensing engine the work output 

from such engine is more. Non condensing engine delivers steam at pressure more than 

atmospheric pressure or near atmospheric pressure and this steam cannot be re-used for the 

engine cycle. 

(vi) Based on number of stages: Depending upon the number of stages of expansion in steam 

engine, it may be termed as single stage, two stage, three stage, four stage engine etc.  

(vii) Based on number of cylinders: Steam engine may have steam expanding in single cylinder 

a d e gi e is alled si ple stea  e gi e . “tea  e gi e a  ha e the e pa sio  of stea  
occurring in more than one cylinder such as expansion occurring in high pressure cylinder and 

low pressure cylinder etc. Such steam engine having expansion in more than one cylinders 

se ue tiall  a e te ed as Co pou d stea  e gi e . Co pou d stea  e gi e ha i g th ee 
cylinders may have one cylinder called as high pressure cylinder, second cylinder as intermediate 

pressure cylinder and third cylinder as low pressure cylinder. 

(viii) Based on type of governing: Steam engine may have different types of governing as throttle 

governing and cut-off governing. Engine may be called as throttle governed engine or cutoff 

governed engine. 

(ix) Based on type of application: Steam engine may be of following types depending upon 

applications as; 

(a) Stationary engine 

(b) Marine engine 

(c) Locomotive engine 

 

WORKING OF STEAM ENGINE 

Schematic of simple steam engine is shown in Figure below along with important components 

labelled upon it. 
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Figure 5.13 

 

Schematic of simple steam engine 

Simple steam engine shown is a horizontal double acting steam engine having cylinder fitted with 

cylinder cover on left side of cylinder. Cylinder cover has stuffing box and gland through which 

the piston rod reciprocates. One end of piston rod which is inside cylinder has piston attached to 

it. Piston has piston rings upon it for preventing leakage across the piston. Other end of piston 

rod which is outside cylinder has cross head attached to it. Cross head slides in guide ways so as 

to have linear motion in line with engine axis. Cross head is connected to the small end of  

connecting rod by the gudgeon pin. Big end of connecting rod is mounted over crank pin of the 

crank. Reciprocating motion of piston rod is transformed into rotary motion of crankshaft by 

cross head, connecting rod and crank. Cross head transmits the motion of piston rod to 

connecting rod. Cross head guide ways bear the reaction force. 

Crank is integral part of crank shaft mounted on bearings. Crankshaft has fly wheel mounted on 

one end and pulley mounted on other end. Crankshaft also has an eccentric with eccentric rod 

mounted on it. Eccentric performs function of converting rotary motion of crankshaft into 

reciprocating motion of valve rod. Other end of eccentric rod transmits motion to valve rod which 

passes through stuffing box fitted in steam chest. Valve rod controls the movement of D-slide 

valve inside the seam chest. D-slide valve opens and closes the exhaust and inlet passages from 

steam chest to engine cylinder. Steam chest has two openings one for inlet of live steam and 

other for exit of dead or expanded steam. Live steam refers to the steam having sufficient 

enthalpy with it for doing work in steam engine. Dead steam refers to the steam having 

insufficient enthalpy with it and does not have capability to produce work. High pressure and 

high temperature steam (live steam) enters from main inlet passage into steam chest. D-slide 
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valve occupies such a position that passage (port 1) from the steam chest to engine cylinder gets 

opened. High pressure steam enters cylinder and forces piston towards other dead centre. Linear 

motion of piston is transformed into rotation of crankshaft through crosshead, connecting rod, 

gudgeon pin and crank. 

When piston reaches other dead centre then the corresponding displacement of valve rod causes 

shifting of D-slide valve such that other passage (port 2) from steam chest to cylinder gets opened 

and passage 1 comes in communication with the exhaust passage. Thus the live steam enters 

from steam chest to cylinder through passage 1 and dead steam leaves from cylinder to exhaust 

passage through passage 2. Steam forces piston from inner dead centre to outer dead centre and 

from other side of piston dead steam leaves from exhaust passage simultaneously. Since it is 

double acting steam engine so both strokes produce shaft work due to steam being injected on 

both sides of piston alternatively. If it is a single acting steam engine then steam injection takes 

place on one side of piston only for producing power and return stroke occurs due to inertia of 

flywheel. Flywheel mounted on crankshaft overcomes the fluctuations in speed, if any due to its 

high inertia. Pulley mounted on shaft is used for transmitting power. 

Apart from the components shown in figure the engine has throttle valve, governor mechanism, 

oil pump, relief valves etc. for its proper functioning. Different major components of steam 

engine are described as below:- 

1. FRAME: - It is a heavy Cast Iron part, which supports all the stationary as well as moving parts 

and holds them in proper position. It generally rests on engine foundations. 

2. CYLINDER: - It is also a Cast Iron cylindrical hollow vessel, in which the piston moves To and 

Fro under the Steam Pressure. Both ends of the cylinder are closed and made steam tight. 

In small steam engines, the cylinder is made an integral part of the frame. One end is closed 

by a separate cover and the other end (Crank Side) carries the Stuffing Box through which 

the piston rod passes, as shown in fig. 

3. STEAM CHEST: - It is Casted as an integral part of the cylinder and is closed by a separate 

cover. It can have a rectangular or circular section according to the type of valve used. Steam 

chest is connected to the cylinder through the valve passages as shown in fig. known as Ports. 

It also contains the D-Slide Valve. The steam is supplied alternately to the cylinder through 

the ports and it is exhausted alternately to the condenser from the cylinder through the ports 

as shown in fig. The same port serves as inlet port during one stroke and as exhaust port 

during reversed stroke in double acting engines. 

4. INLET AND EXHAUST PORTS: - An opening at both ends of the cylinder is provided 

connecting it with the steam chest. These openings are known as Ports. A valve moving over 

these openings connects the cylinder to the live steam supply and to the exhaust alternately. 

5. D – SLIDE VALVE: - The function of D-Slide Valve as mentioned earlier is to connect the 

cylinder to the steam chest and to the exhaust side through the ports at the correct crank 

positions. The valve is actuated by an eccentric drive. 

6. PISTON: - It is also made of Cast Iron. The steam pressure acts on the piston and exerts a 

force on the piston. The piston is connected to the piston rod and which transmits the force 

to the crank through the cross-head and connecting rod. The piston diameter is slightly 
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smaller than that of the cylinder bore to allow free movement. Steam tightness is achieved 

by the use of piston rings.   

7. PISTON ROD: - It is made of Mild Steel. One end of it is connected to the piston and the other 

is connected to the cross-head. The main function of the piston rod is to transmit the force 

on the piston to the cross-head. 

8. PISTON RINGS: - These are made of Cast Iron and are fitted in the grooves provided on the 

piston. The function of the piston rings is to provide a leak tight joint between the cylinder 

and piston in order to prevent the leakage of steam from the high pressure side to the low 

pressure side, at the same time allowing the movement of the piston in the cylinder.  

9. STUFFING BOX AND GLAND: - It is fitted on the crank end side of the cylinder as shown in 

the fig. It is place at the point where the piston rod passes through the cylinder cover. The 

main function of the stuffing box is to prevent leakage of the steam from the cylinder to 

atmosphere, at the same time allowing the piston rod a free movement. 

10. CROSS – HEAD: - It forms a connecting link between the piston rod and the connecting rod. 

It guides the motion of the piston rod and also carries the small end of the connecting rod. 

The piston rod, stuffing box and cross – head are not required in Single Acting Steam Engine 

as the other end of the cylinder is open to atmosphere similar to internal combustion 

engines. In Single Acting Steam Engine, the small end of connecting rod is directly connected 

to the piston through a piston pin. 

11. CONNECTING ROD: - It is made up forged steel, whose one end is connected to the cross – 

head and the other to the crank. Its function is to convert reciprocating motion of the piston 

(or cross – head) into rotary motion of the crank. 

12. CRANK SHAFT: - It is main shaft of the engine having crank. The crank works on the lever 

principle and produces rotary motion of the shaft. The crank shaft is supported on main 

bearing of the engine. 

13. ECCENTRIC: - It is generally made up of cast iron, and is fitted to the crank shaft. Its function 

is to provide reciprocating motion of the Slide Valve. 

14. ECCENTRIC ROD AND VALVE ROD: - The eccentric rod is made up of forged steel, whose one 

end is fixed to the eccentric and other to the valve rod. Its function is to convert rotary 

motion of the crank shaft into to and fro motion of the valve rod. The valve rod connects the 

eccentric and D-Slide valve. Its function is to provide Simple Harmonic Motion to the D – 

Slide Valve. 

15. FLYWHEEL: - It is a heavy cast iron wheel, mounted on the crank shaft. Its function is to 

prevent the fluctuation of engine. It also prevents the jerks to the crankshaft. 

16. GOVERNOR: - It is a devise to keep the engine speed, more or less, uniform at all load 

conditions. It is done either by controlling the quantity of pressure of the steam supplied to 

the engine. 
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We hope you find these notes useful. 

You can get previous year question papers at  

https://qp.rgpvnotes.in . 
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